ccNSO PDP Retirement WG
(look inside)
History and background

- Lack of definition and criteria
- Redelegation? Revocation? Transfer?
- ccNSO Framework of interpretation (FOI)
ccTLD: terms and procedures

ccNSO Working groups related to RFC 1591

• Delegation, Re-delegation and Retirement (report 2011)
• Framework of Interpretation (FoI)
• PDP Retirement
• Appeals Process
ISO 3166

- ISO 3166 Maintenance Agency

- Code elements:
  - assigned
  - unassigned
  - reserved
  - transitionally
  - exceptionally
  - indefinitely

- ISO version 4 (draft)
PDP Retirement
WG

Solved issues

• applicability of the policy
• trigger event
• dates of retirement process
• retirement plan
Now

• IDN ccTLD (deferred to IDN ccNSO PDP)

• exceptionally reserved Country Codes

Next topics to discuss

• change Manager during Retirement process

• testing of the Policy: possible scenarios
How it works

• Members, Participants, Expert and Observers

• Face 2 face meetings during ICANN meetings

• Conference calls every every 2 weeks

• 6 hours interval

• Help of ICANN stuff
Links

• https://ccnso.icann.org/en/workinggroups/pdp-retirement.htm
  (documents, WIKI page)

• ICANN 66 (Montreal) 2 Nov 2019, ccNSO session, GAC session